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Plant-like 
Interfaces

Eco-
Feedback Gamification

Eco-Feedback
Points: Awarded for an environmentally friendly and healthy indoor 
climate reflected by the corresponding physical transformation of 
the plant model  
Weekly challenge: Collect points over a whole week with the goal 
to reach the final state by the end of the week

 Congratulation by using the output capabilities of the plant model
   With the beginning of a new week, the plant model changes back
   to its start state 

Personal smartphone application offers additional gamification 
mechanics, such as leaderboards

Gamification 

Decoration: The artifact blends aesthetically and unobtrusively into 
the environment of the room
Physical artifact: To be more persuasive and meaningful (A+B)

Our concept designs: Blossom unfolding (A) or 
expanding plant parts (B)

Gamification: The plant should have obvious start and 
finish states with intuitive, continuous and slow transitions

Emotional bond: Simulating a living being

Goal: Reduction of heating 
energy consumption and 
greenhouse gas emissions 
of households

Motivation

Our system supports users in maintaining an environ-
mentally friendly and healthy indoor climate in 
households with the  focus on saving heating 
energy and ventilation habits  
   

Information from various sources is represented 
in a physical, shape-changing artifact that is
inspired by nature

A Gamified and Nature-inspired 
Eco-Feedback Approach

Blossom-shaped artifact1 and a custom smartphone application
Petals can be opened and closed by means of a servo motor
Buzzer speaker, LED ring, button for further interaction
Sensors for relative humidity, room and heating temperature
Amount of completed weekly challenges is displayed via the LED ring
Personal device connects to the plant model via Bluetooth LE

Proof-of-Concept Prototype

Plant-like Interfaces

Measuring user behavior: Sensors for room, heater and outdoor 
temperature, relative humidity and CO2 concentration
Feedback targets almost all senses:
 Shape of the plant model: Determined by evaluated data from sensors
 Ambient lighting: Information about the current room climate
 Integrated speaker: Acoustic outputs
 Vibration motor: Haptic feedback if the model is touched
 Fragrance dispenser: Pleasant air to reward good room climate

Personal device: To accompany users more flexibly and provide 
information on the state of the plant, indoor climate and gamification

Method: Promoting environmental 
awareness and sustainable behavior. 
Therefore, we developed a system 
that combines the three promising 
fields of research (      -       -        )

B

unobstrusive, emotional, interactive

playful motivation
direct feedback on 

one‘s behavior
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1 Makes use of Jason Suter’s 3D model “blooming flower night light” 
  URL: https://makezine.com/projects/3d-print-this-blooming-flower-night-light/ 
  (retrieved June 12, 2023)
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